PRODUCT INCREMENT 20

ABB Ability™ Smart Sensor

What’s new?

New Profile page

The design of the Profile page in the Smart Sensor portal has been changed. The Profile page can be accessed from the top right corner of the portal by clicking on the username. There are three tabs in the profile page: Profile, Notifications and API keys. In the Profile tab all users can change the language and the measurement units as shown below. Also, users can remove their accounts if needed.

In the Notification tab all users can set personal notifications as shown below. Users can easily disable all notifications by using the switch. The list of available notifications depends on the user role (organization moderator or normal user). In the API keys tab users can add new API keys.
New notification types

There are new notification types available for subscription expiration. “Subscription Expiration Reminder” notification will send a reminder 30 days before the actual subscription expires. “Subscription Expiration” notification will send a reminder when the subscription has expired. These new notification types are available for all users.

Sensor firmware update for non-commissioned sensors

All users can now update firmware of a non-commissioned sensor in the mobile app. There is a new menu item “Update sensor firmware” and by clicking this user will see a list of sensors in range. When user selects a sensor, app will check whether there is a new firmware version available for the sensor or not. Update process requires both Bluetooth and internet connection.
**Condition indexes auto refresh**

All users can now activate auto refresh mode for the Condition indexes page in the portal. In this mode, data in the page will be updated automatically. To enter this mode, user needs to first navigate to Condition indexes tab in the portal and click the link in the top right corner of the page.

After clicking the link, user will be redirected to a Condition indexes page where user can set the auto refresh time interval as shown below.

**Minor fixes for the texts and pop-ups and improvements for the usability**

A few small changes that make the user experience smoother.